A-SPIRE PLAYERS’
2018 SUMMER THEATRE FESTIVAL
Every WEDNESDAY at 7pm May 30-Aug 29
JC's Vaudevillian Showcase
The biggest show in town! Featuring amateur, intermediate
and headlining performaners from around the region. No show
July 25

June 1-3
Dramatic Theatre Company
A Song At Twilight by Noel Coward
The bittersweet comedy in the story of a cosmopolitan author
caught in his declining years between two women, one being
his wife of twenty years, and the other, one of his former
loves. Come find out why this show was called Coward at his
best!

June 8-10
Broken Record Productions
Italian American Reconciliation by John Patrick Shanley
A dark comic romance of one man’s struggle for love and
happiness. He can’t regain his manhood until he woo’s and
wins his ex-wife one more time.

June 15-17 "Double Bill*
Dark Horse Theatre
Hamlet Chapter Two - Back in Black by Mike Seccombe
The sequel to Hamlet – Also the making of the sequel to
Hamlet, the aftermath of the making of a sequel to Hamlet,
and why one should never make a sequel to Hamlet.
Beau Theatre Company
Tuesdays and Sundays by Daniel Arnold & Medina Hahn
William and Mary relive their initial giddy courtship, the
overwhelming passions of first love, and the fear and terrible
consequences which ultimately turns their love affair into a
tragedy.

Showtimes are at 8pm Fridays & Saturdays, 2:30 Sundays – Doors open 30 minutes prior
Tickets $15 at Tergesons’ General Store 1 week before shows or by reservation at (204)642-8079
For more information visit www.aspireplayers.ca
June 22-24

Beau Theatre Company
Women of Manhattan by John Patrick Shanley
Three women struggle to answer some of life’s toughest
questions. Through hardships and each other’s support, they
can each find some truth/ They have a fiery love for each
other and must always drink from fancy glasses.

July 6-8
Interesting Theatre
Love Bertie by Jock and Emily Warriner
Bertie is a retired professor alone in this cottage home after
losing the love of his life. How will he cope? His friends and
family have suggestions. They only want to help or do they?

July 13-15
Shoestring Players
Our Town by Thornton Wilder
This play reflects upon the life cycle within the routine daily
events of a small rural town. The drama stems from the
milestones of life – growing up, love and marriage, death and
continuation. The twenty actors in the cast each help to bring
the stories and events of ‘our’ town to life.

July 20-22
A-Spire Players
Halfway There by Norm Foster
A new doctor comes to the small town of Stewiacke, Nova
Scotia. Can the local ladies contain themselves? What’s got
the doctor running away from the big city and what will he find
in a town halfway between the equator and the North Pole.
Western Canadian Premiere & Amateur Production Premiere

August 10-12
Geritheatrics Theatre Productions
Forget Me Not by Rob Gee
A comedy that respects and embodies the belief that “laughter
is the best medicine”. It’s poignant ending leaves the audience
with the knowledge that “love prevails all things”.

August 17-19
RG Productions - Not Medea by Allison Gregory
An exhausted working mother escapes for one night to the
sanctuary of the theatre – except the play is one she
desperately doesn’t want to watch. Myth and magic meet
searing truths about parenting, love and desire in this story
that begins as Medea – and ends as something else entirely.

August 24-26
A-Spire Players - Suppressed Desires by Susan Glas
A woman goes to a few lectures on psychology and decides
she is a psychiatrist. Conflict ensues as she bothers her
husband about his dreams and upsets her younger sister.

August 31-September 2 “Double bill”
Marketplace Players
Kidnapping Katie by Denis Thornton
When two rather hapless friends decide to rob a bank, a chain
of events leads to a kidnapping! The question is, who is
kidnapping whom? And can three adults ever be a match for
one determined twelve year old girl?
The Waiting Room by Denis Thornton
A sudden, unexpected blizzard hits Winnipeg. A group of
patients are forced to spend the night at a medical clinic. It’s
an uneasy situation, made all the more so by the presence of
Skip, a strang young man. And then there’s the snake, the
mouse and the gerbil. It all adds up to a very different kind of
“sleep over”

